Measurement of Fluorescence from Tryptophan To Probe the Environment and Reaction Kinetics within Protein-Doped Sol-Gel-Derived Glass Monoliths.
Optically clear, ultrathin monoliths that contained the single-tryptophan protein monellin were prepared by the sol-gel technique from tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS). Suitable precautions were established to eliminate background fluorescence from impurities in TEOS, scattering from the monoliths, and photobleaching of the entrapped protein. Fluorescence spectra and anisotropy results indicated that useful, essentially scatter-free fluorescence signals could be obtained from the intrinsic tryptophan residue of monellin which was entrapped into either wet-aged or dry-aged monoliths. The combination of spectral, quenching, and anisotropy results suggested that the mobility of solvent inside monoliths was substantially reduced compared to bulk solution, providing a possible explanation for the improvements in protein stability that occur upon entrapment. The monitoring of intrinsic protein fluorescence also provided information about the kinetics of the interaction between the entrapped protein and external reagents. The interaction of monellin with both neutral and charged species was examined under conditions of continuous stirring and indicated response times on the order of minutes. In the case of the neutral species, the kinetics were best described by a sum of first-order rate constants when the reactions occurred in the glass matrix. For charged species, interactions between the analytes and the negatively charged glass matrix caused the reaction kinetics to become complex, with the overall reaction rate depending on both the type of aging and the charge on the analyte. These findings suggest that caution must be exercised when entrapped proteins are used for sensing of charged species.